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LEARNING CHOICES BOARD
GRADES 3–8 ACTIVITY

Which activities will you do? Roll a die to find out. 

Write a 
thank-you 

letter.

Devise a  
solution to a 
community 

problem.

Design a robot 
that would 
make life 

easier.

Read your 
favorite genre 
for 30 minutes.

Create a dance 
routine to a 

favorite song.

Read a picture 
book without 

looking at  
the words.

Read a poem 
aloud.

Conduct a  
survey. Graph  

the results.

Write your  
dream vacation 

itinerary.

Create a
 savings plan for 
something you 

want to buy.

Draw what’s 
outside your 

window.

Create a 
budget for 
your dream 
vacation.

Read TV 
captions with 
the sound off.

Draw a map 
of your 

neighborhood.

Write an 
acceptance 

speech for an 
Oscar win.

Design a 
new piece of 

clothing.

Design a logo  
for a local 
business.

Invent a new 
use for a 

household 
item.

Design the 
classroom of 

the future.

Sketch a  
scene from 

a book.

Play music  
and draw 
what you 

“see.”

Read the 
day’s news 
headlines.

Create a  
business. 

Calculate your 
start-up costs.

Write a 
one-page 

play.

Write a 
movie review.

Write a  
weather  
report.

Build a 
musical 

instrument 
and play it.

Find the 
perimeter and 
surface area 
of your hand.

Write your first 
speech as 
president.

Rewrite the 
ending of a 

movie.
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LEARNING CHOICES BOARD
GRADES 3–8 ACTIVITY

Add an activity in each square. Roll a die to find out which activities to complete.
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